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Join us as Dr. Gordon Chee
reveals t he Secret s of
Sensat ional Smiles.
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of the patient. We have designed it for you, to
differentiate and build your practice. And, we are
supporting it with innovative direct-to-patient brands
embodied in our Natural Collection? of premium
restorative and functional solutions. The Natural
Collection? exemplifies the cutting edge of seamless
digital work-flow, material science, craftsmanship, and
market relevance:
-

NaturalLook? Family/Collection
NaturalFit? Family/Collection
NaturalRest? Family/Collection

Underpinning these product families is a unique value
stack of technologies and services that transform
practice efficiency and profits and wow patients:
-

Mark Maier, MBA, MSc, CFA
President & CEO
The Aurum Group®

-

Dear Dental Partner,

-

Clinical education
In-practice marketing and education tools
Inbound local, regional, and national marketing
campaigns
Digital equipment integration and automation
for the ultimate patient experience
Powerful treatment planning and patient case
acceptance tools
Simple and effective outsource design &
manufacturing work-flow and quality assurance
National branded network membership and
geolocator promotion
Loyalty rewards...and more

At Aurum we believe in the power of a Life-Changing Smile!

-

For over 50 years, through continuous education and
innovation, our mission has been to be a trusted practice
growth partner to you -- our valued clients -- by offering the
latest in technologies and comprehensive dental solutions
for their patients.

Let us help you GROW YOUR
PRACTICE!

As the rapid pace of technology continues to reshape
markets and consumer behavior, we all need to evolve our
businesses to remain relevant, let alone be market leaders.
Informed consumers are becoming dental patients and
informed dental patients are becoming discerning
consumers of dentistry. In this new corporatizing world, it is
not enough to be a great clinician. Patients are demanding
and shopping for information, accessibility, flexibility,
multiple treatment options, a positive experience ? and
above all, a gratifying clinical outcome.
Accordingly, aside from clinical expertise, the leading
practice needs a trifecta of critical tools to differentiate
itself: superior patient aggregation tools, superior
comprehensive treatment planning tools, and superior case
acceptance tools.
Appropriately, we have created the ?A Smile is For Life? ?
Concept and the Natural Collection.
?A Smile is For Life? ? is a compelling direct-to-patient
awareness/marketing campaign that addresses the
Functional, Aesthetic and Emotive aspects of the oral health
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We continue to up our game to better serve you and
we?re thrilled to be able to offer our valued clients this
unique value-add practice builder toolbox.

Change your game! #HarnessYourSmilePower? -- Be
among the first to join our A Smile is For Life?
movement!
Contact The Aurum Group® or your local Practice
Development Consultant for more information.
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The Next Evolution of Remova ble
Prosthetics
...................................................................
Written by Chris Ka bot
For a long time dentures have been a sore spot for
clinicians and laboratories alike. The main reason why
dentures have been a neglected dental service is that
the denture fabrication process is a messy and tedious
experience with many patient visits. Enter digital
dentistry, which we know has revolutionized many
dental applications, but the time for dentures to be
digitized is now. It is widely known that digital processes
are proven to be time efficient and just as effective as
traditional analog processes. Most of the studies that
have been completed show that digital processes offer
reduced chair time, better accuracy/fit, and the unique
ability to store the data in the cloud for reproducibility
as a form of insurance. Let?s explore some of the new
processes and tools that are transforming how the
clinician can address removable prosthetics.

C LINICAL PROCESS:
The biggest benefit of going digital with removable
prosthetics is the process. The traditional full denture
process normally encompasses five appointments. The
digital process automatically cuts the process down to
four appointments and it is certainly possible to carry
the process out in just two patient visits! The key to
carrying out an efficient & effective denture workflow is
the communication between laboratory and clinician.
This communication process differs in the digital
workflow as we now use and deploy different products.
Try-ins in the digital world are no longer denture teeth
set in wax, they are usually ?monoblocks? or what we call
BTI?s (Biofunctional Try-In). These Try-ins are typically
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printed or milled out of one color and the clinician has
the ability to communicate their adjustments by
marking the BTI and communicating notes to the lab.
The BTI can be washed with a low viscosity PVS to
improve intaglio accuracy and fit of the final. If
modifications need to be made to the try-in, the BTI can
easily be sent back to the lab who will scan it in and
modify the design. Most choose to move right to the
final from this step but it is always an option to
manufacture an additional try-in if need be. Going digital
is not just done on the lab side, it is always an option for
the clinician to add scanners and other tools to their
armamentarium so they can save on their lab bill and
communicate even faster with their lab network. While
there is always a learning curve with implementing new
protocols and processes, the reduced chair time and
improved clinical outcomes of going digital with
dentures is very compelling to most clinicians.
In regards to these digital processes let?s take a quick
look at how the digital denture works in real life. The BTI
as mentioned above is a great way for the patient to not
only try the denture in for shade and fit, but for full
function. Since the BTI is easily reproduced, many
clinicians are choosing to communicate their
adjustments without the need of sending the BTI back to
the lab. This means that some are choosing to allow the
patient to go home with the try-in, show their loved
ones, chew and function as they normally would and
experience their new life with their new prosthetic.

Even if the patient comes back and decides they want
the teeth to be a slightly different shape, the midline
adjusted, or the shade to be changed those
modifications take a fraction of the time when utilizing
digital workflows and in many indications without the
need for even a new try-in. Moreover what happens
when the final is delivered and the patient wants some
changes? Since the laboratory already has the majority
of the data that is needed, communicating changes like
shade or vertical can be incorporated into the master
design file and a new product can be manufactured in
hours, not weeks.

M ANUFACTURING

MATERIALS AND PROCESSES:

Milled Teeth and Milled Denture Base
Utilizing CAD/CAM to mill the denture teeth and the
denture base is the first digital denture process that was
brought to the industry. The current materials available
for denture milling are also the most robust which
makes milling the most common digital denture
manufacturing process to date. Most millable denture
materials have been proven to match or exceed the
mechanical properties and performance of conventional
denture materials. The milled denture teeth show great
wear resistance and can be manufactured out of pre
polymerized shaded pucks for the best possible
aesthetics. There is flexibility to the workflow with teeth
being milled either as a bridge or individually. Some
even choose to mill the base and the teeth together to
minimize post processing times. Since the teeth are
customizable, the design process is robust and can
capture the majority of patient indications. Millable
denture bases are also capable of having fibers
embedded in the pucks, which allows for best in class
characterization. The only true negative to milling
dentures is that milling is a subtractive manufacturing
process which does yield waste. The waste and the
expensive capital equipment costs coupled with the high
end materials are usually reasons why the milled
dentures are the premium product from a cost
standpoint.
Printed denture base and pre-manufactured carded
teeth
Printed denture bases are the hot topic in our industry
today with some of the new developments that have hit
the market. In fact, the 3D printed denture base from
Carbon & Dentsply just received the first ever High
Impact ISO listing for a 3d printed product. As 3d
printing grows in popularity and more industry leading
OEM?s begin to address the space, one can only assume
the materials are going to get more advanced and
robust. Printed denture bases already are showing to be
some of the most accurate ways to manufacture a
denture, with no tool path or undercut issues to worry
about. Additive manufacturing (3D printing) is in its
name, an additive process, which means minimal to no
waste so the product will be more cost effective. The use
of pre manufactured teeth is tested and proven over
time and the teeth also come pre polished and
characterized for easy assembly and finishing. Some

downsides to printing the base is that no printable
materials are able to incorporate fibers or multi-shade
gradients. When designing a printable base with
pre-manufactured carded teeth you also will only be
able to address around 80% of patient indications.
Patients that present with unfavourable bone bulk or
Class 3 for instance, will not be candidates as the
predetermined tooth geometries may not fit their
clinical needs. Printing the base is undoubtedly the way
of the future, the big question is what teeth will end up
getting used in these bases?
Printed denture teeth and base
While we have covered the promise of printing the
denture base above, we have yet to address 3D printing
the denture teeth. Printed denture teeth, like milled
teeth, are not constrained to pre-determined
geometries so the design process should be able to
address the large majority of patient indications.
Current materials and machines that are on the market
are usually printing monochromatic tooth structures.
Some printers and materials do have the ability to print
shade gradation but only from A1-A3.5 so the options
are limited. Current tooth materials do not meet ISO
standards for high impact which makes them risky to
place in the mouth for more than one year. While
printing the teeth does offer the most cost savings, most
are waiting for improvements in material strength to
deploy this as a long term modality.
To conclude
The digital denture frontier is evolving quickly with new
materials, methods, and processes hitting the market
constantly. This is an exciting time for denture
prosthetics but at the end of the day it is always about
putting the patient?s needs first. Choosing a valued
partner that has evaluated and tested these new tools is
essential for the clinician to be comfortable when
deploying these new techniques on their patients. It is
good to know there will be plenty of options moving
forward with digital dentures and of course many smiles
to follow.

Learn all about The Next Evolution
of Removable Prosthetics with Chris
Kabot at the YYC Study Club on
March 19, 2020.
See page 32 for Dr. Johnson's
Disrupting Dentures course.
For additional information, please contact:
1.800.363.3989
marketing@aurumgroup.com
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HAS SPORTS
DENTISTRY EVOLVED
TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE MODERN
ATHLETE?
Written by Dr. Pa ul Piccininni
....................................................................
In a 2006 interview with IGN, Tiger Woods very simply
stated that:
?Every sport evolves. Every sport gets bigger and
more athletic, and you have to keep up?.
The facts seem to back up Tiger ?s views. The winner of
the 1904 Olympic Marathon ? in a time of 3:28:53 ?
would have been over an hour and twenty minutes
behind the winner of the same event in 2012, who
finished in 2:08:01.
The weight of the average NHL hockey player during
the 1960-61 season was 184 lbs. and the average
height was 70.9 inches. In the 2005-06 season, this
had ballooned to 206 lbs. and 73.2 inches ? although
this trend appears to have since plateaued.
Year-round training, better nutrition and improved
sport medicine practices are only some of the reasons
for these changes. But technology has also played a
role ? be it faster skis, lighter shoes or improved
swimming pool design.
Has Sports Dentistry properly reacted to these
changes by developing improved methods of both
protecting and treating our higher, faster and stronger
athletes? In the article below we will look at four areas
where Sport Dentistry is keeping pace with modern
athletes.
MOUTHGUARD TECHNOLOGY
The first recorded mouthguard use was in boxers in
the late 1800?s, who bit down on a block made of
gutta percha in an attempt to reduce lip lacerations.
The beneficial effects in helping to cushion blows to
the jaw were soon realized, and mouthguards became
increasingly popular with boxers in the early decades
of the 1900?s. They did not really penetrate other
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sports until around 1950, when clear acrylic splints and,
later, latex guards were developed. By 1962, the benefit
of wearing a mouthguard was validated when the NCAA
made them compulsory for college football players.
Most of these guards, for high-level athletes, were
fabricated for the next 40 years using exactly the same
technique ? a single layer of material vacuum-formed
over a plaster model of the maxilla. The fabrication
technique caused severe thinning of the material over
the cusp tips and incisal edges, the areas where
protection was most needed. The poor adaptation with
the vacuum process often compromised speech and
breathing, and the guards were prone to dislodging at
the time of impact. It is no wonder that probably 97% of
the guards in use in this era were NOT
dentist-fabricated, but rather store-bought
?boil-and-bite? or stock, nonadjustable mouthguards.
The revolution in mouthguards began in North America
in the 1990?s, when a technique known as ?pressure
lamination? became available. Using a machine capable
of delivering 90 psi (vs. the 12 psi of a vacuum unit), it
became possible to create optimal adaptation of heated
EVA or other materials to a stone model, resulting in
significant improvements in speech, breathing and
retention. As well, the ability to laminate multiple layers
together allowed for the development of additional
zones of protection. A hockey player ? more likely to
take a blow to the front of the incisors - could have
additional material placed in that area, while a football
player with facial protection across the front of his
helmet might be more likely to need extra thickness
over his bicuspid and molar areas to help protect both
his teeth and TMJ?s against damage from upward blows
to the jaw.
While it would have been impossible to find an NHL

#AccidentsHappen
hockey player wearing a mouthguard in 1960, it is now
estimated that almost 90% of NHL players, along with
many NBA stars and most NFL athletes, wear mouth
protection. But has the technology peaked for
mouthguard design and fabrication?
In 1990 Al Iafrate won the Fastest Shot competition in
the NHL, using a wooden stick, with a speed of 96 mph.
Twenty-four years later ? thanks to better techniques
and the development of ultra-flexible composite sticks
? Shea Weber has a speed of 108.5 mph. Can we offer
increased protection for these faster speeds and higher
impacts?
Certainly there are constant developments in the
materials being used. PolyShok has a polyurethane
additive that may increase the energy absorption over
standard EVA materials. Air inserts and materials with a
higher shore hardness (such as Dreve 95) may provide
additional protection against some of these high
impact blows.
While it may be some time before it is practical to use
intraoral scanning to create mouthguards, it is indeed
now possible to use both scanning and 3D printing to
fabricate various inserts for pressure laminated guards.

As 80% of all dental injuries occur in the four maxillary
incisors, it makes sense to focus on this area for
improvements. These inserts ? currently being
developed by the Dreve Company in Germany ? will
offer additional protection for athletes in ball and stick
sports where impacts to the anterior maxilla can have
catastrophic results.
This article is part 1 of a 4 part series on Sports
Dentistry, written by Dr. Paul Piccininni.
.............................................
Dr . Pau l Piccin in n i
Team Dentist - Mississauga Steelheads
Dr. Paul Piccininni is a member of both the IOC Medical
Commission and the IIHF Medical Committee. He is
part of the Sport Medicine staff at York University, and
has coordinated dental services for the past 9 Olympic
Games. He is a Fellow of the Academy for Sport
Dentistry and a consultant to Hockey Canada. He
practices General, Sport and Cosmetic dentistry in
downtown Toronto.
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Dir ect In t r aor al Scan n in g
Digital precision does not have
to be out of financial reach
The innovative intraoral scanner combines all the
benefits of digital scanning technology and is
available at an unbeatable price. Reap the benefits of
lifelike colour scans, realistic, accurate and detailed
images, and maximum openness during data
exchange, all delivered at a remarkable speed.
We are one of Germany?s leading suppliers of
CAD/CAM dental materials and a provider of digital
solutions. It stands to reason that laboratories, dental
technicians and dentists all over the world put their
faith in us. We don?t just offer state-of-the-art
technology, we also provide expert advice to ensure
that you get the very most out of the latest digital
innovations. Our team is made up of experienced
CAD/CAM specialists who all have the necessary
expertise to advise you on the right application to suit
your needs. We would be delighted to support you as
you shape the digital future of your practice.
We make today?s complex digital technology easy.

SM ALL TIP
The small tip on the DiOS® 4.0 is beneficial to both
the user and the patient through simpler
maneuverability and improved patient comfort.
HIGH RESOLUTION
The DiOS® 4.0 produces realistic images which are
high in resolution and rich in detail, allowing you to
distinguish between tooth structure and soft tissue
for easy identification of margin lines and undercuts.
ACCURACY
Single Crown: Trueness (Accuracy) = 4.2 ?m (±0.49
?m)
Precision (Consistency) = 2.1 ?m (±0.58 ?m)
* Single crown accuracy test was conducted by Medit
according to the methods in ?Evaluation of the
Accuracy of Six Intraoral Scanning Devices: An in-vitro
Investigation. ADA Professional Product Review 2015?.
Full Arch: Trueness (Accuracy) < 50 ?m
* The reference model for Full Arch accuracy was
scanned with an industrial grade, highly accurate
reference scanner Solutionix D700 (6.4 megapixel,
Advanced Blue Light Technology for small object
scanning).
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VIDEO TYPE
There is no need to worry about choppy results with the
DiOS® 4.0 as it takes rapid video-based scans, capturing
more data in a short period of time. The resulting image
taken by the dual cameras is hence smoother and more
detailed.
LIGHTWEIGHT
Scanning can be uncomfortable and tiring, especially if
you?re using a heavy scanner. But we have eliminated that
problem with the DiOS® 4.0 scanner which is light in
weight and easy to hold, making the process a
comfortable one for you.

High Resolution Scan

VIVID COLOR
The DiOS® 4.0 scanner produces precise-colored scans
which can distinguish between soft tissue, plaque and
tooth stumps.
SINGLE BUTTON CONTROL
The single button of the DiOS® 4.0 allows the user to start
and stop the scan at any moment without having to reach
for the computer. Press the button down once to start
scanning, and another time to stop. When the scan is
complete, hold it down for approximately 3 seconds to
move to the next scanning stage.

HD Camera

Top 6 Reasons t hat you should consider
t he DiOS® 4.0 int raoral scanner for
your pract ice!

-

Sta rting a t $23,995 (CAD)
ZERO m onthly fees
Fina nc ing Ava ila b le
Extend ed 2 yea r wa rra nty
$1000 la b c red it*
$15 ed uc a tion c red it**

For additional information please visit
www.diosbymedit .com

* Cerum will award an Aurum Group® Lab Credit in
the amount of $1000.00.

Contact us today for your FREE DEMO!

* * Receive $15 per restoration for two years from
install (sent digitally to a qualifying lab through the
DiOS®) as an education credit to an Approved
Educational Institute.

1.833.W HY.DIOS (1.833.949.3467)
ios@aurumgroup.com
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The Secrets of Sensational Smiles
SPRING 2020
April 18, 2020 - Ottawa, ON
May 8, 2020 - Calgary, AB

FALL 2020
September TBA - Vancouver, BC
September 26, 2020 - Halifax, NS

Use promocode ARTISANS500 to receive $500 off the Regular Doctor Registration Fee.
For additional information and to register, please visit www.aurumgroup.com/courses, email
ce@aurumgroup.com, or contact the CE Hotline 1.800.363.3989.

-

-

-

-

Technology has literally changed every aspect of
the way any business operates, and never before in
history has that change occurred so fast. Is your
dental practice ahead of the proverbial curve or
struggling to keep up?
Are you confidently planning, communicating and
restoring as many comprehensive aesthetic cases
as you would like? Would you like to learn the
secrets required to consistently deliver outstanding
treatment results every time?
Smile design principles help dental professionals
create highly aesthetic restorative treatment plans
for teeth based on a patient?s desired smile. It
enables the patient, doctor and lab technician to
work together as a team to evaluate aesthetics
directly from the patient photos. This involves the
patient right from the start and ultimately helps
drive case acceptance.
In a few simple steps, your staff can easily
demonstrate the life-changing power a new smile
has on your patients.
Object ives:
Upon completion of this lecture, attendees will:
-

-

Understand the importance of restorative
SmileTrials?
Understand how to use digital technology to
aid examination, diagnosis and treatment
planning
Discover highly effective methods of
communicating with the laboratory

Understand the various preparation
indications for use with minimal prep
veneers
Discover how technology can help you
eliminate the remakes associated with
shade matching
A step by step approach to predictable
treatment planning and patient
communication
Understand the role that both clinical and
artistic photography play in your practice
Develop a knowledge of the technology
available to enhance restorative success
Understand effective methods of patient
acquisition using Social Media Marketing
and Digital Communication

Dr. Gord on Chee
Dr. Gordon Chee is a highly accomplished aesthetic dentist
and dental photographer in Calgary, AB.
He completed his dental degree at the University of Alberta
in 2000, and began practicing aesthetic dentistry in
Vancouver, BC. He now operates Aesthetic Dental Studio, a
boutique dental practice in Calgary focusing on Dental
Aesthetics, Biomimetic Dentistry, TMD and Reconstructive
Dentistry.
Dr. Gordon Chee has a special interest in comprehensive
aesthetic dentistry and has completed several post
graduate training courses including the LVI Core
Curriculum, Biomimetics Level 1 and Level 2, as well as the
Aesthetic Composite training at Cosmedent. He is also on
the advisory board of the Evolve Alberta Chapter of the
Seattle Study Club.
His outstanding dental photography and cosmetic cases
have been featured in several dental publications including
the Continuum and the Aurum Artisans.

TM

A Sm ile is for LIFE

We are The Aurum Group. We believe in the infinite power of a life-changing smile.
Disclaimer: These are photographsof Dr. Jay Patel's patient and treatment. Photographs are
for informational purposes only asindividual treatment will vary from patient to patient.
Some patientsmay not be candidatesfor treatment.

AURUM Cer amic

®

S MIL E S T O R IE S
fea turing Dr. Ja y Pa tel, DMD
C AN YOU TELL US A

BIT ABOUT THIS CASE?

Our patient presented in the office after finding us on
the internet because he was unhappy with his smile. We
discussed several options with our patient, including
crown and bridge being the more favourable option,
plus or minus doing some orthodontics to better align
his teeth prior to restoring them.

HOW DID THE PATIENT FEEL ABOUT THE ABILITY TO 'TEST DRIVE A
NEW SMILE'?
Our patient said 'absolutely, when can we start the
process?'

C AN YOU TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE WORKING
THE A URUM G ROUP®?

WITH

Aurum was involved from Day 1. They helped with the
initial records all the way to delivery. They were very
easy to work with and communicate with and made the
entire process very easy. We followed the SmileTrial?
protocol and within a couple of weeks our patient
returned for the prep appointment.

WOULD YOU CONSIDER THE SMILETRIAL?
TO YOUR PRACTICE?

PROCESS BENEFICIAL

Absolutely! The ability to have patients Test Drive Their
Smile is a game changer. It really shows the patient
what is possible and gets them motivated and excited
for the process. It's because of this ability that we were
able to provide our patient with 20 restorations in total
and he is very happy with the result.

WILL YOU BE OFFERING MORE PATIENTS THE ABILITY TO TEST DRIVE
A NEW SMILE USING THE SMILETRIAL PROTOCOL?
100% yes!!
..................................................................................................
The Aurum SmileTrial? is a communication tool that
gives your practice the ability to truly demonstrate the
infinite power of life-changing smile.
Do you have a Smile Story to share? Contact
marketing@aurumgroup.com for more information.
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SM ARTcar e Pr ot ocol f or Sleep
& Air w ay M an agem en t ? Fast
Tr ack (1 Day)
This one-day course is an intensive introduction to
SMARTcare Protocol for Sleep & Airway management in
a dental clinic . You will receive an overview of the
SMARTcare Protocol ? the only clinically validated and
scientifically proven approach to sleep & airway
management in a dental clinic. It is Sim ple, Pr oven an d
Pr edict able!! You and your team will learn how simple
it is to add sleep to your practice, improve your existing
sleep programs and be ready to take it to the next level,
utilizing the latest technologies available and fully
digital workflows. Differentiate your practice, attract
more patients and most importantly; improve quality of
care for your patients.
Wh o sh ou ld at t en d:
-

Dentists and team members who are
interested in starting a Sleep Program

-

Clinics who want to improve their current sleep
programs, clinical workflow and treat more
patients

Wh at you w ill lear n :
-

An Overview of Sleep;
-

Why Sleep matters?

-

Importance of Sleep & Airway in
Com pr eh en sive Tr eat m en t Plan n in g
in a dental clinic

-

-

Screening & Diagnosis

Why SM ARTcar e Pr ot ocol?
-

Improve quality of care

-

Help more patients

-

Avoid ?treatment failures?

-

Team Driven Model

-

Differentiate your Sleep Program

Dr. Charkhandeh received his Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS)
Degree and Bachelor of Medical Sciences from the University
of Alberta, Canada. He also received his fellowship from Las
Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies in 2009. He then
furthered his education and training by completing a
Research Fellowship in the area of ?Sleep and Dental Sleep
Medicine? at the University of Antwerp Hospital (UZA), in
Antwerp, Belgium in 2016-17.
Dr. Charkhandeh is a general dentist who maintains a group
of private practices in Edmonton and Calgary with an interest
in Dental Sleep Medicine and TMD. He is actively involved in
clinical research in Dental Sleep Medicine and his research
focuses on developing new technologies to improve
treatment outcome predictability and patient selection in
Oral Appliance Therapy for patients with OSA (i.e. Obstructive
Sleep Apnea).

How to Sim plif y your Clinical Workflow and
Im pr ove Treatment Prognosis in Sleep

-

How to In cor por at e Sleep into your
Comprehensive Treatment Planning

-

Fu lly Digit al Wor k f low Solutions for Oral
Appliance Therapy

-

Device Select ion an d Side Ef f ect
M an agem en t

-

How to increase your Case Accept an ce

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!
-

VANCOUVER, BC - April 18, 2020
TORONTO, ON - October 23, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - October 24, 2020

For additional information and to register, please visit
w w w.au r u m gr ou p.com / cou r ses or contact the CE Hotline
at ce@au r u m gr ou p.com or 1.800.363.3989.

Dif f er en t iat e your clinic and attract m or e pat ien t s!
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SUCCESS
DEMYSTIFIED
..............................................................

"I believethat successisafluid
concept. It isnot adestination
withanendpoint. Successisa
forever evolvingcontinuumthat
isuniquelydefinedtoaperson's
wantsandconceptsof happiness."
~Dr. Pa m Ma rzba n

Body text
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WE ALL DESERVE TO BE HAPPY.
Most of us associate happiness with being successful.
So, how do you define success? All of us want it, but
most of us have no idea what it is because most of us
don't know what we want. It starts with you. What do
you want? What would make you willing and excited to
get out of bed and start everyday with motivation and
enthusiasm? If you don't know, life can feel as if you are
forced to go on a long run and you don't know where
you are running to or why you are running and you
might not even like running but you feel like you have to
because everyone else around you is running too. I am
exhausted just writing that! Nobody wants to run
around aimlessly. That's why so many of us grow tired
and want to quit; I know I felt that way. So many of us
struggle with finding, being or staying happy.
I believe that success is a fluid concept. It is not a
destination with an end point. Success is a forever
evolving continuum that is uniquely defined by a
person's wants and concepts of happiness. However you
define success, at the core of it, there must be a sense of
purpose and value. If you truly feel value in what you do,
you will feel that there is a purpose for you to keep
doing it, and regardless of how your day goes you will
end it in satisfaction and you will wake up willing to do it
again the next day and do it even better. This is how we
get a sense of fulfillment and happiness.
I have been in private practice for 19 years and have
owned my practice for 17 years of that time. I am a
speaker, business consultant, clinical instructor at
Virginia Commonwealth School of Dentistry (my alma
mater), a writer; I write for the Academy of General
Dentistry and other publications. My clinical work has
been published and awarded nationally and
internationally. For many consecutive years, our office
has been recognized as a ?top dentist? office by every
local publication and some national publications as well.
My office is fee for service practice, I am doing the type
of dentistry I want to do, with a team I want to do it with,
and in a beautiful state-of-the-art facility.
Not only does my business (our profession) provide me
with a great and stable income, it also gives me personal
fulfillment on so many levels. I am proud of my team
and all of our accomplishments, for they reflect
moments of hard work that we enjoyed doing together.
This is how I define success. It brings me peace and
happiness and I wish that for all of you.
If you have clear understanding of what you want or
what your purpose is, creating business a plan becomes
easy. In this article, I would like to share with you three
concepts that will guide you on your journey. These
concepts are simple, honest and timeless. They can be
applied no matter where you are in your career, so keep

them and go back it them anytime you start to feel stuck
or if you feel like you have lost your direction. Use them
to attain whatever you define your success to be.

YOU CAN ?T ACHIEVE SUCCESS ALL BY YOURSELF!

As a new graduate, I was too polite to ask for advice
from colleagues and wasn?t always sure when to seek
professional help. I didn't know what I didn't know, and
that was a lot! Of course, I made many mistakes that
could have been avoided. They were learning lessons
but ones that cost me a lot of money and wasted time.
My problem was that I was too nervous to approach
colleagues for advice. They all seemed so busy and I
didn't want to be a bother, seem nosey or possibly
create uncomfortable situations. I was at least 10 years
into my career before I started to network myself and
find likeminded colleagues that I could ask and gain
insight from and reciprocate that same favor. I wish I
hadn't waited so long!
If you are a new graduate find a mentor. You don?t have
to reinvent the wheel over and over again; talk to friends
and colleagues. Learn from their past. If you know
someone that attains something you aspire towards, ask
them if they are willing to share their story with you.
Most Dentists are kind and generous people. We all
remember the dental school experience and what it was
like first starting out and making difficult decisions
about startups, build-outs and associateships. Not
everyone is going to share personal stories; however, if
you are willing to put yourself out there, you may end up
with a trusted group of colleagues that you develop
amazing relationships with. You can create study groups
and happy hours where you can bounce ideas off one
another. This will accelerate your success and theirs!
Mentorships and networking are about creating a
support system, a group of people with a common
interest that shares information and services. A
consultant and friend of mine recently shared with me
that this does not come easily for her. She has had to
work hard to break out of her shell and network. Some
people may find it extremely awkward to be around new
people and to start up small talk and random
conversation. For me? I just love the opportunity to
connect with people. While for some of us this comes
naturally, for others not so much. There are many ways
to start networking yourself. However you go about it,
start by looking for likeminded people; then begin to
cultivate a group that will help you become more
successful.
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There will be many times throughout your career when
you will need to hire other professionals for specific
needs. Having colleagues and friends to give you a good
referral is extremely helpful. For example, if you are
about to hire an associate or take on an associateship,
you will need a business attorney. With a good referral,
you won't be tempted to use an old contract and change
the names to try to do it yourself. Or if you are looking
to build-out an office, finding the right real estate agent
to help with location and contracts can save a lot of time
and money. Hiring an architect and an interior designer
to help with the blueprint and office layout is another
example when so many things can go wrong under ill
advice. Hiring and working with the right professionals
throughout your career will save you a fortune in time
and loss of production and it further grows your
professional network.
As business owners, we really can?t do it alone and
shouldn?t try do it all. Having a select group of people for
trusted advice and professional help is key. Align
yourself with people inside and outside your office that
carry the same passion and values as you do.

I T TAKES SOUND AND STRONG LEADERSHIP.

We know that the cohesive drive of a successful
business comes from the team. In fact, having a strong
team is directly proportional to how successful a
business will be. To create a strong team there must be
a strong leader. This person must be proactive,
organized and act with integrity. They need to invest in
their team by taking time to train them, encourage
them, and empower them. In my experience, I've found
that most teams are so often under-utilized and
under-trained. So many assistants think that their
responsibilities finish with suctioning and setting up
rooms, and our front office thinks all they need to do is
take payments and schedule patients or hygienists think
all they do is clean teeth. Most of these people find little
value in their jobs because their day to day actions will
grow to have little meaning to them. Their actions
become mundane, thoughtless tasks that don't really
inspire them. These people tend to go job to job, office
to office looking for something to inspire them.
How many times have you interviewed an applicant that
left their last position because they felt like they aren't
going anywhere, and they aren't learning? Regardless of
their role, they have been in the profession long enough
to understand it and now they feel "stuck". So many of
our dental professionals ultimately leave dentistry
because they feel that there is no place for
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advancement.
As you create your "dream team", start by looking at
each person on your team and learn how to RECOGNIZE
THEIR POTENTIAL AND HELP THEM TO DISCOVER
IT? UNLOCK IT!! Leadership is about creating an
environment for people to succeed and feel better
about themselves. The best leaders understand that this
is a constant work in progress.
This business model takes time to develop, it means
endless training and continuing education, time and
energy; but, this type of investment in people is
priceless. It brings greater success to a practice; it
inspires our dental professionals to want to become
more and it brings you so much personal fulfillment. As
your employees appreciate that you believe in them and
you invest in them, they will believe in you and will
follow you. They trust you and you trust them; you are
all on the same page, "on the same bus" with one
unified vision. This is when it?s not work anymore? this is
truly when you have a mission.
Each woman on my team brings a different perspective
to our group but shares the same mission. We have
dedicated ourselves to our patients and our practice by
continuously training to remain on the leading edge of
our field. We work hard every day, but we don't burn out
or dread coming to the office. We have each other ?s
back.

FIND WAYS TO GIVE BACK.

There are so many ways to put good energy out there.
My team and I believe in community service. At the
beginning of each year we discuss how we want to give
back. One of my favourite things we do is our entire
office participates in two 5/10K charity races a year. We
take turns picking a charity we want to support, and I
offer to pay for my team?s entry as well 10 of our
patients. To us, it?s a great day of spiritual and physical
wellness. We also will donate our time to our local clinic
on different projects that they need. We do candy
buy-back programs at Halloween time for the kids and
for our soldiers abroad? yes, we send toothbrushes and
tooth paste too! Around the holidays, we partner with
different companies that we trust and do food drives for
the needy in our community.
I mentioned earlier that I work as a part-time clinical
instructor in the Department of General Dentistry VCU
School of Dentistry. To get there, it is a 2-hour drive from
my home. Then, I work 6 hrs and drive home another 2
hours. I do this on a couple of Fridays a month in which I

take time away from my own office and I refuse any
compensation for my time there. You may wonder, why?
Well? those 4 hours of driving are uninterrupted quiet
time for me. I can listen to whatever music I feel like,
listen to an audiobook or podcast, catch up with friends
and family on a call or just simply enjoy the ride. At the
school, I get to give back to the institution and faculty
that helped me attain my professional foundation. The
students, patients and faculty are always grateful for my
time and perspective. The time I spend at the school, is
priceless to me. I feel like that it is a privilege to help
develop our future dentists and in such an amazing
teaching environment!

Use promocode ARTISANS100 to save $100 off of the
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OTTAWA, ON - April 18, 2020
CALGARY, AB - May 8, 2020
VANCOUVER, BC - TBA
HALIFAX, NS - September 26, 2020

There may be times in your career where it is difficult to
donate a single moment of your day. Please don?t
commit to anything that will create stress or negativity
to your life? find other means. Sometimes, it can be as
easy as sending flowers or a gift basket if you know
someone is going through a tough time to let them
know there are people that care about them. The
opportunities to put good energy out there are endless
if you are willing. Giving back to the community and to
humanity is not something that?s required to run a
successful business; for me, it is one of the most
rewarding things I do.

DISRUPTING DENTURES:

L.P. Jack simplifies the concept of success as this: ?A
master in the art of living draws no sharp distinction
between his work and his play; his labour and his
leisure; his mind and his body; his education and his
recreation. He hardly knows which is which. He simply
pursues his vision of excellence through whatever he is
doing, and leaves others to determine whether his is
working or playing. To himself, he always appears to be
doing both.? I couldn't agree more!

Dr . Pam ela M ar zban | @dr pam elam ar zban dds

I f in ish t h is ar t icle w it h t h e w ay I st ar t ed it ? We all
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all? it is abou t en joyin g w h at you ar e doin g in t h e
m om en t you ar e doin g it .
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Introd uc ing
The Na tura lFit?
Milled Denture
Gary Wakelam, RDT

With the new digital manufacturing process for
dentures, you save valuable time compared to
manual production methods; which means fewer
manual working steps, less chair time and fewer
interruptions in production.
Additionally, the industrially manufactured
monolithic discs offer many processing advantages
and deliver consistently high material quality
without polymerization shrinkage or thermal
influence on the base materials.
This ?predictability?means certainty of results ? an
important aspect, in order to be able to work
effectively and respond to patient needs. With
digitally milled dentures, all steps are defined and
perfectly coordinated. The users are guided
through the entire process. This leads to greater
processing safety, plannable and predictable
results and standardized quality and ultimately
satisfied patients.
Clin ical In dicat ion s:
-

Single-arch complete denture (upper or
lower)
Complete Dentures (upper and lower)
Duplicate complete dentures (upper and
lower)
Immediate complete dentures
Overdentures with 2 attachments

How it ?s M ade
The NaturalLook? Digital Milled Denture Teeth are
fabricated using a tooth-coloured disc made of DCL
material which stands out due to its translucent
colouration with a lifelike fluorescence. The

natural-looking, highly esthetic
appearance is achieved by three
main factors: low opacity in
combination with the anatomical
shape and a natural looking surface
finish.
Shade options available include BL3, A1, A2, A3,
A3.5, B1, B3, C2 and D2 and with the innovative,
patent pending Pearl Structure Effect, an
exceptionally harmonious shade gradation is
achieved, which imparts the dentures with high
esthetics.
Teeth can be individually designed and
manufactured, and the tooth replacements can be
individually adapted to harmonize with the
patient?s natural antagonist teeth. Even difficult
patient cases can be solved without a problem.
The multi-chromatic discs were developed with
three layers in accordance with the natural model:
incisal ? dentin ? cervical.
Th e Base
The 30-mm thick IvoBase CAD discs are available in
the four denture base shades of Pink, Pink-V,
Preference and 34-V and cover the most popular
shade requirements.
The self-curing two-component system ensures a
strong bond between the dental arch and the
milled denture base.
.........................................................................................
Source:
https://www.ivoclarvivadent.com/en/p/all/digital-denture/digital-denture/
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Re-Disc over
The Na tura lFit?
Ana tom ic a l
Orthotic
A CLICKING JAW JOINT
..................................................................
Written by Dr. Curtis Westersund, DDS

Your patient complains that their jaw joint is clicking.
There is a snapping sound that they are able to hear
near their ear whenever they open their mouth to chew
or perhaps even to talk.
It is one of the most common symptoms patients first
see and associate as the dental problem they think of as
TMJ. Should you panic or not? How confident are you
with treating this pesky, possibly painful problem?
Some patients will tell you ?that sometimes it is there,
sometimes not?. Some patients suffer embarrassment,
because everyone at the dining room table can hear the
snapping of their jaw joint. Many patients feel they must
suffer alone with a worrisome click that only they can
hear whenever they open or close their mouths. In
some, it started with just a click and now it has
progressed to where they cannot open their mouth fully
anymore. Or maybe the clicking sound now is associated
with a painful jaw.
How did it all start? Perhaps the click started after
orthodontic treatment. Or perhaps after an extensive
dental appointment. There may have been a motor
vehicle accident or sporting injury. Or perhaps it has
been there since the patient was a teenager. No matter
what caused it, the TMJis suffering from a ?dislocation?
(or displacement) of an important capsular structure,
what we call ?The Ligament?.
And hopefully there is still a full ?reduction?(or going
backing place) of the ligament happens with jaw
opening. Because if not, there is often a limitation of
mouth opening and a loss of function.
As a dentist, it is your job to diagnose and treat the TMJ.
So what should do you do now? While it may seem like a
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simple clicking sound, and is perhaps painless, the TMJ
click is actually a complex problem that can have many
causes, many outcomes, and therefore many
treatments. But if you understand that a click is a
dislocation of a ligament surrounding a joint, the
question can be as simple as ?Does it go back in place
(Reduce), and how can you keep it reduced? And what if
it staying dislocated (Non-Reducing)? How does its
presentation affect treatment urgency or options?
In our office, we do not treat the patient?s ?Click? as
something that will eventually go away. Simply because
much more damage may occur creating irreversible
damage. We want our patient to be well informed and
know their risks they face if they choose to ignore their
condition.
The approach that we take is to first obtain a very
thorough health history. Then, we do a diagnosis or
assessment of the patient as a whole person. Because
our patient is more than just a head, we assess the
Postural balance of the patient, from teeth to toes. A
click can be just one symptom of a condition that can
have far reaching affects. And may require the
collaboration or integration of other health care
providers.
With palpation and a few tricks in diagnosis we can
determine how affected the TMJ function has become.
We do a muscle, tendon, and ligament exam of the
head, neck, and shoulders. This allows us to assess
muscle tension and potential muscle bracing.
If a CBCT scan is available, we assess the joint structure,
the cervical and skull alignment, the patient?s airway,
and the patient?s teeth.

Finally, we assess the functional occlusion using a T-Scan
bite sensor to find interferences to a balanced bite.
Armed with this information, we and the patient can
jointly formulate an action plan for the patient?s
condition and what they wish to proceed with.
Our focus is to determine how advanced soft tissue and
hard tissue damage is, then to treat appropriately. We
discuss what options of treatment look successful
including stabilizing the jaw joint with a specific dental
appliance under the brand name of the ?Natural Fit
Orthotic?. This is an orthotic that can be worn 24/7 to
reduce functional TMJstrain caused by the patient?s
occlusion and jaw development. It is important to
remember that a TMJproblem is not just a nighttime
event. It is a problem of attaining function of the head
and neck during the day as well. So wearing a simple
acrylic orthotic during the night may help, but theses
orthotics are difficult for the patient to wear all day long.
A Natural Fit? Orthotic from The Aurum Group® is slim,
tooth shaped and comes in various colours, thus
allowing the patient to wear the orthotic and be able to
talk at work, and look more normal as they interact with
their friends, rather than a big piece of acrylic.
Then once the jaw is functioning better, a Second Phase
can begin that may consist of Orthodontic care,
Restorative care, Orthotic care or a combination of
treatments. This is determined as the patient shows
signs of healing. The Second Phase of treatment is
focused on not only to support healing and function but
to prevent the clicking TMJ condition from happening
again.

Use promocode ARTISANS100 to save $100 off of the
Regular DDS registration fee.
MINIMAL PREP VENEERS & DENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY:
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LET'S DIAGNOSE, TREAT, AND HEAL O UR PATIENTS.
Every day in the general dentist and specialist office, the
function of our occlusion has far reaching affects.
How does it all relate? What if I have to change Vertical
Dimension? How is the TMJinvolved? How is the neck
alignment important? How can it change how we practice?
How do I do this? How can attention to Occlusion help our
patient?s health and life experience and grow our practice with
new patients, new care, and greater outcomes.
YOU WILL LEARN
-

-

-

-

How occlusion is not just about biting teeth together,
but the balance of the bite, the position of the bite,
and the influence of the bite from our patient?s
posture.
How to assess a patient?s occlusion, both static and
functional, in the General Dental Office with
Hands-On Demonstration and Participation. Learn
how to provide dynamic digital occlusal
measurement.
How to treat the 3 problems occlusion suffers from,
to decrease Bio-Mechanical and Structural Strain in
your patient.
How to get confidence in understanding and solving
complicated pain presentations from your patient.
And understand how to bring this to your own
practice.

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL TMJ PRACTICE
Dr . Cu r t is West er su n d | @dr cu r t isw est er su n d
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Ma teria l Selection Consid era tions
.....................................................................

Written by: Aiha m Fa ra h, CDT

RESTORATIVE DENTAL M ATERIALS

TRANSLUCENCY

As you know, restorative dental materials make the
reconstruction of the dental hard tissue possible. However,
the development of dental materials has progressed more
rapidly than for other anatomical prosthesis, and patients
often expect dental prostheses to outperform the natural
tissues they replace, due to their long-term success. Therefore,
understanding the structure-properties relationship of a
human tooth and its unique architecture is the starting point
for the design and development of dental restorative material.

Natural teeth are not a uniform structure and are
characterized by different color and grades of translucency
from the cervical to the incisal part. As such, translucency is
the relative amount of light that passes through an object and
stands somewhere between complete opacity and
transparency. It can be adjusted by controlling the absorption,
reflection, scattering and transmission of light through the
material. Since translucency of the restorative material gives a
natural appearance and vitality to the restoration, in order to
achieve optimum aesthetic results, in addition to mimicking
the color of natural teeth, it?s equally important to mimic their
translucency.

M ATERIAL SELECTION
There are very specific requirements when it comes to the
manipulation of the material. Therefore, knowledge of
material science, biomechanics, physical and optical
properties, is very important when choosing the right material
for specific dental applications and designing restorations for
replacing tooth structure.
Material selection in summary is based on the available
interocclusal space, esthetic aspects such as brightness value
and translucency of the neighbouring teeth, as well as clinical
evidence extracted from survival rate.
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The increased demand for natural looking restorations has
resulted in the development of more than one degree of
translucency available for the same material. For example,
Zirconia and Lithium disilicate blocks are now available in low
translucency and high translucency options with some
manufacturers even providing a medium translucency option.
Figure 1.1, the table to the right, illustrates the translucency
levels available from each block used in this synopsis.

M ILLABLE DENTAL MATERIAL
Milled materials are generally not ready to be placed in the
patient?s mouth immediately after coming out of the mill.
They all require additional processing and skilled hands for
finishing, sintering, shading, and polishing just to name a
few of the post processing steps. While some materials may
be available as pre-shaded stock, often the shading is only
a base shade that requires further characterization as the
milling process does not usually leave a particularly smooth
finish. So polishing is usually necessary before the dentist
can place the final restoration. This is the case particularly
for materials such as acrylics, resins and some hybrid
blocks. While Zirconia and Lithium disilicate are examples
of materials that are milled in one state, and then need to
be fired in a furnace to change their properties, they may
still require the subsequent layering of porcelain, staining
and/or polishing prior to placement.

M an u f act u r er

Ivoclar Vivaden t AG

Vit a Zah n f abr ik

Den t sply

Pr odu ct Nam e

IPS e.Max CAD

Suprinity

Celtra Duo

Est ablish ed

2005

2013

2013

Type of M at er ial

Lithium disilicate
glass-creamics (LS2)

Zirconia reinforced
lithium silicate

Zirconia reinforced
lithium silicate

Pr ocessin g

Crystallization is required. Crystallization is required.

Flexu r al St r egn t h

530 Mpa

541 Mpa

Tr an slu cen cy Levels

MO/LT/MT/HT/Opal

LT/HT

In dicat ion s

Veneers, Inlays/Onlays,
Anterior and Posterior
Crowns, 3 unit bridge up
to the 2nd premolar,
Hybrid Abutment Crowns

Veneers, Inlays/Onlays,
Anterior and Posterior
Crowns, Hybrid Abutment
Crowns

Figure 1.1 - Translucency Levels by Product

Crystallization is optional.

413 Mpa (without glaze
firing)
560 (with glaze firing)
LT/HT

Veneers, Inlays/Onlays,
Anterior and Posterior
Crowns
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C ASE STUDY
In this case study, we will show a comparison among three
fine grain silica based glass ceramic material blocks which
each share very similar indications. The comparison is solely
about the esthetic aspect, where we will share the patient?s

natural preps from the patient mouth to the working bench, so
that we can maintain the shade throughout the whole
fabrication procedure to cementation, the 4 sets are being
placed on ND material. (Figures 2.1 - 2.4)

final decision and reasoning for such. First, let?s quickly refer
back to Figure 1.1, the information compiled from the
manufactures database, to remind us of the physical
properties and material availability.
In order to transfer the dentin background color of the
Figure 2.1 - IPS e.max® MO0 Layered

POST PROCESSING
The staining technique is the working technique which was
ultimately chosen for the three sets. We added one
additional set of IPS e.max CAD to cut-back and partially
stack incisal porcelain on, in order to show the difference
between the staining techique & cut-back technique
outcomes, and how the final appearance would be impacted
in light of these changes.

Figure 3.1 - The Layering Technique Before the Final Glaze

Figure 2.2 - IPS e.max® MTBL2 Staining

Figure 3.2 - The Staining Technique Before the Final Glaze

Figure 2.3 - Vita Suprinity® 0M1, Stained

Figure 2.4 - Celtra Duo® A1, Stained

Figure 3.3 - Aurum's detailed milling shows the micro-texture on
the pre-crystallized e.max® crowns.
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PATIENT SELECTION

C ROWN PREPARATION & TRY-IN A PPOINTMENT

When assessing physical attractiveness, people often
comment on the color or shape of the teeth, which, of
course, is not arbitrary. These factors can reveal important
factors about our health and genetic quality. For example,
teeth that appear dark and yellow are often considered a
sign of poor diet and aging, therefore most people desire
bright crowns when it comes to having a choice.
As a dental team, we expected that the patient would lean
toward the most natural choice to replace her natural teeth,
which is usually the set layered-with-porcelain, but our
patient didn?t even hesitate to choose Figure 4.3, the
brightest set among the 4 sets she tried:

Figure 4.1 - Central and Lateral Incisor Prep

IPS e.max® MO0 (medium opacity bleach) Cut-back and Layered

Figure 4.2 - IPS e.max® MO0 Layered with translucent try-in paste

IPS e.max® MTBL2 Staining (medium translucency) Stained

Figure 4.3 - IPS e.max® MTBL2 Staining with translucent try-in paste

Vita Suprinity® 0M1, Stained

Celtra Duo® A1, Stained

Figure 4.4 - Vita Suprinity® 0M1 with translucent try-in paste

Figure 4.5 - Celtra Duo® A1 Staining with translucent try-in paste
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C ONCLUSION
Selection of the appropriate material for dental restorations
has become more and more difficult due to the increasing
variety of restorative materials.
Therefore, a decision flowchart is being developed by The
Aurum Group® to guide the treatment team, including
dentists, lab techs and patients, through the selection of the
restorative material and the post-processing techniques.
This guide is going to be photo-coded for the ease of both
material and lab processing selections.
For aditional information on the NaturalLook? Collection,
please contact your nearest Aurum Group Laboratory.

HEAVY TRANSLUCENCY

M EDIUM TRANSLUCENCY

LIGHT TRANSLUCENCY
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Aiham is a Certified Dental Technician with a specialty in Dental
Ceramics and a member of the National Association of Dental
Laboratories (NADL). In 2003-2006 and 2009-2012 his private
dental lab practice specialized in cosmetic restorative dentistry.
Since 2009, he has been a material consultant for Ivoclar
Vivadent for the Near East & Orient region and was certified as
a Master Trainer by the ICDE Ivoclar Vivadent, Switzerland.
In MENA 2013, his work was awarded 'Best Esthetic case' and
granted the best contribution in Digital Dentistry Excellence
award in 2015. He has lectured within the Dental Technology
division at the University of Kalamoon in 2010, 2011 and
currently, he now lectures internationally at dental conferences.
Aiham speaks about different topics including Ceramic
materials, Esthetic solutions in CAD/CAM, Dental teamwork,
dental Psycho-morphology, Advanced cosmetic
characterization etc. Aiham is an accomplished demonstrator
in courses and workshops for dentists and dental technicians.
His work has been featured in several local and international
publications including Reflect, Dental Labor Middle East, Dental
News, Dental Tribune, etc.
In 2019, Aiham joined The Aurum Group®, in a consultative
role, as the National Trainer of Comprehensive Esthetics.
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Spor t sFlex® SM ILE STORIES...
?Logan started playing hockey in the Discover Hockey
program at Winsport when he was 5 years old. In 2019,
Logan enrolled in the Crowfoot Timbits program, jumping
right into the senior group, and hasn?t looked back. He
thoroughly enjoys playing goalie, however, without defined
positions in Timbits, he is discovering the art of putting pucks
in the net rather than keeping them out.
While working in the dental industry, I?ve always known just
how important it is to take care of the kid's teeth.
Interestingly enough, Logan, being an avid NHL watcher, was
the one that insisted on a mouthguard being a piece of his
equipment when we were getting his gear this year - ?All the
players have them Dad!?.
Knowing that the commercial boil and bites would not fit
properly in his small mouth, we worked with Space
Maintainers Laboratory® to make him a custom guard that
was rigid enough to protect his teeth from falls but small
enough to be comfortable." Dennis K. (AKA Logan's Dad)
www.smilestories.ca/promos/logansstory

Th e Per f ect M ou t h gu ar d For Ever y Act ivit y
Level

*Buy One Get
One 50% Off.
Use p rom oc od e SPORTSFLEXPRO50%
Conditions apply. The buy one get one 50% off discount is offered per patient
scan and applies to the SportsFlex® Pro mouthguard only. Offer is subject to
change without prior notice and cannot be combined with any other offer.
Not valid in the Province of Ontario. Offer expires May 31, 2020.

-

-

-

-

Spor t s-Flex® ?Pr o? ? Layers of pressure laminated
injection-melded vinyl. Set to any specialized bite
sent by the doctor. To help take your game to the
next level. Perfect for all sports, hockey, football,
basketball, boxing, etc.
Spor t s-Flex® ?Su per ? ? Three layers of pressure
laminated injection-melded vinyl. Provides protection
in high contact sports like kickboxing, boxing, etc.
Spor t s-Flex® ?Regu lar ? ? Two layers of pressure
laminated injection-melded vinyl for contact sports
such as football, hockey, etc.
Spor t s-Flex® ?M u lt i-Pu r pose? ? Single layer of
pressure laminated injection-melded vinyl. Perfect
choice for a wide variety of athletic activity.

Whether protecting natural dentition or recent cosmetic or
restorative work, this simple preventative service helps
protect your patient?s smiles and builds your practice.

Contact your closest Space Maintainers laboratory
for more information.
Please visit www.aurumgroup.com for a list of
locations near you.
-

Vancouver
Calgary
Ottawa
Spokane
Ogdensburg

Does SHADE
rea
lly m a tter?
....................................................................
Written by Bonita Lehma nn, RDT, CDT
Th e pr ep can be per f ect , an d t h e scan or im pr ession
pr ist in e, bu t if t h e sh ade is of f , it ?s a r em ak e.
According to the Clinicians Report by Dr. Gordon
Christensen, incorrect shade is the number ONE reason
for remakes. The most common reason for an incorrect
shade is the wrong value; most often, the value is too
high or too bright. The second most common mistake is
wrong hue. Collectively, making these two shade
mistakes are responsible for 30% of remakes. Following
are some proven ways to reduce shade mistakes and
some simple steps to ensure better results.
Sh ade t er m in ology: Value is the lightness scale from
white to black (grayscale), the influence of brightness or
lightness of a color. Chroma is the degree of pigment
saturation, varying from weakness or paleness to
richness within a color. Hue is the influencing color or
shade, and human teeth typically have yellow and red
hues.
It?s important to know what shade communication tool
you are using to take a shade:
-

What kind of shade guide are you using?
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-

Is it a standard recognized shade guide?
Is it the most updated and current shade guide?
Are you using a shade guide that reflects the
restorative material you are requesting?
How old is your shade guide?

Not all shade guides are created equal; some guides are
for specific materials or products. The most
internationally established and recognized shade guide
is the VITA Classical Shade Guide A1 ? D4®, and since
1956, has been the gold standard of shade. VITA shade
guides can be used for almost all dental situations,
including ceramics, CAD/CAM blocks, denture teeth and
zirconia/YZ, making them the most comprehensive
shade system used in dentistry today.
In 1996, VITA raised the bar and revisited shade by using
color science and the entire color spectrum, creating the
VITA Toothguide 3D-Master®. The 3D-Master is based
on Value, Hue and Chroma, with 26 shade tabs that are
evenly distributed in the color space, making it the most
reliable and efficient shade communication tool
available. Recently, VITA took the 3D-Master concept one
step further and created the improved arrangement of
the VITA Linearguide 3D-Master. This new shade guide
makes shade taking even more accurate and efficient
than ever before.
Five sim ple st eps t o m ast er y u sin g t h e Lin ear gu ide
3D-M ast er
1. Ensure the patient is sitting in a normal upright
position. Remove lipstick and drape the patient with a
light blue/grey gown or bib to cover up any bright colors.

Do not use the operatory light or window as a light
source. Commercial windows have a tinted grey filter to
keep solar heat at a minimum. The best source is a
color-corrected light; many hand-held tools are available
to create a color-corrected environment.
2. Always take the shade before performing any
procedure; shade taking should be the first step.
Natural teeth dehydrate very quickly when the mouth is
open, changing their value.

between the dental practice and the laboratory, with
the mobile Assist App
Understanding shade and shade taking may seem like a
basic dental procedure, however, just like the dental
industry, it changes and evolves. Shade taking today can be
much more efficient and accurate by keeping up to date on
the best tools and knowing what?s currently available. Shade
really does matter.

3. Determining the Value using the VITA Linearguide
3D-Master is the first step. With the top grey tab Value
card, turn all tabs the correct position - incisal edge to
incisal edge. At arm?s length, move the guide from
darkest, 5, to lightest 0. Your eye is drawn to the correct
Value. Do this step relatively quickly (10 ? 15 seconds),
as the eye tires fast.
4. Once the Value family is determined, remove the
corresponding card from inside the box (from 0/1 to 5)
and arrange the tab position. Move from the darkest to
the lightest on the card and determine the Chroma
saturation and Hue.
5. Write down the shade and prescribe a VITA product
to ensure the proper achievement of Value, Hue and
Chroma of the shade.
Wh at do t h e 3D-M ast er sh ade select ion n u m ber s
an d let t er m ean ? The first number is the Value family,
the second letter is the Hue and the last number is the
Chroma. For example, 2M1: The Value family is the top,
2, the Hue is M or orange and the Chroma is last, 1.
Wh at is t h e lat est in sh ade t ech n ology? The VITA
Easyshade® V is the latest in modern shade technology.
This digital light spectrophotometer was developed for
precise, fast and reliable shade determination of natural
teeth. VITA Easyshade® V offers:
-

-

-

Precise tooth shade determination of natural
teeth
Accurate documentation of bleaching
treatments using the ADA numbering system
Seamless communication between laboratory
and dental practice
Compact, ergonomic spectrophotometer with
intuitive touch display
Output of results in both VITA Classical A1 ? D4
and 3D-Master shade
Bluetooth interface for wireless communication
with the corresponding software and app
Precise and reproducible tooth shade
determination in seconds, using the latest
measuring technology
Objective and reliable measurements with LED
technology that is unaffected by ambient
conditions
Simple and intuitive with the easy-to-use
touchscreen and software
Efficient, digital communication for exchanging
information about tooth shade and images

For more information on VITA Shade guides visit
www.vitanorthamerica.com/shadeguideso or contact
marketing@vitanorthamerica.com to be connected with
your local VITA North America representative.

Buy One Get
One 50% OFF*
* Conditions apply. Visit smilestories.ca/promos
for more information.
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Disr upting
DENTURES
A Patient Flow for the Future

Dr. Andrew C. Johnson, DDS, MDS, CDT, FACP

COURSE OUTLINE

Dr. Johnson maintains certifications by both the American
Board of Prosthodontics and the National Board for Dental
Laboratory Technology, and remains active in dental
academics as an adjunct professor and research facilitator
with the UTHSC Advanced Prosthodontics Program. Dr.
Johnson has been published in multiple scientific dental
journals and lectures internationally on a variety of
technological developments in dentistry. He consults for a
wide range of dental clinicians, suppliers, manufacturers,
and developers as a thought leader in prosthodontic
technology integrations.

As is the nature of all things new, the motivations for adopting
an emerging technology must extend beyond novelty alone if a
tipping point is ever reached, if an industry is ever changed. The
battle between mainstay and modern solutions is usually won
with improvements in cost, quality and/or convenience. In the
course of his presentation, Dr. Johnson will demonstrate how
these factors are reflected in the ever-evolving materials and
methods utilized in our past, present and future denture
workflows but more importantly how they can align as an
opportunity to truly revolutionize dentistry for all.

As a board-certified surgical prosthodontist and denture
technician, his clinical practice centers around complex
dental implant and prosthetic reconstruction, start to
finish? from three-dimensional imaging, virtual treatment
planning and computer-guided surgery, to digital
prosthesis design, production workflow and long-term
complication management. However, his broader
professional interests include process scaling, provider
calibration, and dental mindset disruption.

1

Compare and contrast traditional denture procedures with
digital processes

2

Learn how to repurpose existing technologies and
techniques to suit the digital age

3

Appreciate the impact of digital clinical and laboratory
practice on the traditional treatment flow

EDUCATION
Dr. Andrew C. Johnson completed his general dental (2010)
and prosthodontic training (2013) at the University of
Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis and now
operates a multi-specialty private practice in Rogers, AR.
Along with his specialist certificate, Dr. Johnson earned a
post-doctoral master ?s degree in dental science
researching CAD/CAM restorative techniques and
emerging digital dental materials.
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KEY OBJECTIVES

COURSES
PHOENIX, AZ - June 12, 2020
TROY, MI - JUNE 13, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - June 19, 2020
MONTREAL, QC - June 20, 2020
TORONTO - September 11, 2020
ORLANDO, FL - September 12, 2020
* Please visit w w w.au r u m gr ou p.com / cou r ses-even t s
for additional dates and locations.

Use promocode ARTISANS100 to save $100 off of the
regular DDS registration fee.
MINIMAL PREP VENEERS & DENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY:
Dr . Gor don Ch ee | @aest h et icden t alst u dio
OTTAWA, ON - April 18, 2020
CALGARY, AB - May 8, 2020
VANCOUVER, BC - TBA
HALIFAX, NS - September 26, 2020
DISRUPTING DENTURES:
Dr . An dr ew Joh n son | @dr an dr ew cjoh n son
PHOENIX, AZ - June 12, 2020
TROY, MI - JUNE 13, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - June 19, 2020
MONTREAL, QC - June 20, 2020
TORONTO, ON - September 11, 2020
ORLANDO, FL - September 12, 2020
THE EMPOW ERED TEAM'S GUIDE TO HIGHER COSMETIC
TREATMENT ACCEPTANCE:
Dr . Pam ela M ar zban | @dr pam elam ar zban dds
EDMONTON, AB - April 24, 2020
SASKATOON, SK - April 25, 2020

Aurum Ceramic (code# 208706) is designated as
an approved PACE Program Provider by the
Academy of General Dentistry. The formal
continuing education programs of this program
provider are accepted by AGD for Fellowship,
Mastership and membership maintenance credit.
Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or
provincial board of dentistry. The current term of
approval extends from June 1, 2019 to May 1,
2021.

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL TMJ PRACTICE
Dr . Cu r t is West er su n d | @dr cu r t isw est er su n d
REGINA, SK - March 28, 2020
MONTREAL, QC - April 24, 2020
HALIFAX, NS - MAY 1, 2020
MONCTON, NB - MAY 2, 2020
VANCOUVER, BC - June 19, 2020
EDMONTON, AB - June 20, 2020

SMARTcare PROTOCOL FOR SLEEP AND AIRW AY
MANAGEMENT:
Dr . Sh ou r esh Ch ar k h an deh | @dr sh ou r esh ch ar k
VANCOUVER, BC - April 18, 2020
TORONTO, ON - October 23, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - October 24, 2020
For additional courses, dates, locations and information,
or to register for any of the 2020 CE courses, please visit:
w w w.au r u m gr ou p.com / cou r ses-even t s
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AURUM Cer amic
S MIL E S T O R IE S

We chose the Aurum NaturalLook® Veneers because of our
ability to use the SmileTrial? protocols which enabled us to
effectively plan, communicate and restore the case with the
end result in mind.

...................................................................
Written by Dr. Violet Newma n, BSc, DDS

The final phase of his treatment includes having the lab
manufacture a custom nightguard to help prevent the
likelihood of fracture and Botox injections for grinding.

Our next Aurum Ceramic Smile Story began a couple of years
ago when the patient first presented at Lakeview Dental
Centre in Calgary, AB to see Dr. Violet Newman for an
emergency exam for a broken tooth on the lower left that
required a root canal, where he later returned for a crown.

Why would you use Botox for Grinding?

Can you tell us a bit about your patient and his decision to
proceed with a smile makeover?
As a Computer Engineer that had experienced getting his
previous crowns the traditional way, he was very impressed
with all of the Cerec digital technology and the workflow that
we use in the office for our single crown restorations. Which
was actually one of the reasons he decided to later return to
our office for a new patient exam, cleaning, dicussion about
the science of grinding, the wear on his dentition, and
multiple broken crowns and teeth.
This is when he realized that he was ready to change
something about his smile, so we chatted about full mouth
reconstruction and increasng his vertical since he had lost
about 2-3mm of tooth structure all over because of his
grinding. We made a comprehensive treatment plan utilizing
the Aurum SmileTrial? protocols which included pictures,
videos and impressions that were sent to The Aurum Group®
Dental Laboratory where a mock up was fabricated which
allowed him to actually 'test drive' his new smile before
proceeding with treatment. Meaning that he was able to
view himself talking, laughing, and smiling on a split screen
that displayed his existing dentition vs what he could expect
from a smile restoration. He was very impressed with the
ability to immediately see what he could expect and decided
to proceed with treatment.
By this point, we had finished the restorative phase for the
lower arch, which included a couple of crowns, and some
fillings followed by a lower orthotoic to increase the verticle
of his bite.
What is an orthotic and why is it necessary?
An orthotic is either a fixed or a removable dental appliance
usually worn on the lower arch to prepare the patient for any
adjustments to their bite required before receiving their new
crowns.
In this case, the patient only wore the NaturalFit? Orthotic
for a few weeks and adjusted very well because of his
compliance. We were now ready to prepare his upper arch,
take impressions, place his temporaries, and complete his
smile makeover using the Aurum NaturalLook? Veneers.
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Grinding is a relflex that is triggered in our brain at night
which is beyond our control as the brain is telling the muscle
of mastication to move the jaw side to side, back and forth
and we cannot control that. It has been discovered that
injecting neuromodulators, such as Botox, in part of the
masseter muscle, and (depending on the case) sometimes
the temporalis or elevator muscles of the mandbile,
paralyzes and relaxes the muscles enough that they won't
respond to the signal that the brain sends them at night to
grind, without impacting the patient's ability to chew.

Disclaimer: These are photographsof Dr. Violet Newman'spatient and
treatment. Photographsare for informational purposesonly asindividual
treatment will vary from patient to patient. Some patients may not be
candidatesfor treatment.

Introducing the 2020 Handcrafted Dental Jewelry Collection...

All you need is Love.
Wha t is Denta l Jewelry?

How long d oes it la st?

Our handcrafted dental jewelry is a
collection of 18K rose gold and
crystal smile adornments.

Depending on aftercare, the
adhesion of handcrafted dental
jewelry can last for an indefinite
period of time. We do, however,
recommend that it be changed to
co-incide with regular hygiene
appointments.

Will it d a m a g e my teeth?
No, our jewelry collection is
manufactured by Dental Anatomy
Artisans using only the finest high
noble dental alloys available.

How is it a p p lied ?
Our dental jewelry is applied using a
special dental adhesive that is light
cured, forming a t em por ar y bon d
on the surface of the tooth,
therefore, no drilling is required.

Wha t if I swa llow my d enta l
jewelry?
Since our materials are crafted in a
dental laboratory, they are 100%
bio-compatible and will pass through
your digestive system naturally, and
without incident.

TM
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2020 CONTINUING EDUCATION LINE UP

Use promocode ARTISANS100 to save $100 off the regular DDSregistration fee.

MINIMAL PREP VENEERS & DENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY:

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL TMJ PRACTICE:

Dr . Gor don Ch ee | @aest h et icden t alst u dio

Dr . Cu r t is West er su n d | @dr cu r t isw est er su n d

-

OTTAWA, ON - April 18, 2020
CALGARY, AB - May 8, 2020
VANCOUVER, BC - September 12, 2020
HALIFAX, NS - September 26, 2020

DISRUPTING DENTURES:
Dr . An dr ew Joh n son | @dr an dr ew cjoh n son
PHOENIX, AZ - June 12, 2020
TROY, MI - JUNE 13, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - June 19, 2020
MONTREAL, QC - June 20, 2020
TORONTO, ON - September 11, 2020
ORLANDO, FL - September 12, 2020

-

REGINA, SK - March 28, 2020
MONTREAL, QC - April 24, 2020
HALIFAX, NS - MAY 1, 2020
MONCTON, NB - MAY 2, 2020
VANCOUVER, BC - June 19, 2020
EDMONTON, AB - June 20, 2020

SMARTcare PROTOCOL FOR SLEEP AND AIRW AY
MANAGEMENT:
Dr . Sh ou r esh Ch ar k h an deh | @dr sh ou r esh ch ar k
-

VANCOUVER, BC - April 18, 2020
TORONTO, ON - October 23, 2020
OTTAWA, ON - October 24, 2020

THE EMPOW ERED TEAM'S GUIDE TO HIGHER COSMETIC
TREATMENT ACCEPTANCE:
Dr . Pam ela M ar zban | @dr pam elam ar zban dds
-

EDMONTON, AB - April 24, 2020
SASKATOON, SK - April 25, 2020

For a d itiona l inform a tion, to reg ister, p lea se visit www.a urum g roup .c om / c ourses
or c onta c t the CE Hotline a t 1.800.363.3989 or c e@a urum g roup .c om .

